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Check out these tips from our contributors from the Young Entrepreneur Council.

We've been posting advice from Young Entrepreneur Council

members on a range of topics, but perhaps the most applicable

advice to all types of of entrepreneurs involves how they deal

with other human beings — from their co-founders to their

clients to their staffs.

Read on for some snippets of advice from our YEC contributors

on how to deal with a host of different people, and click

through on the links for more:
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When we want to do a creative brainstorm, one of

the prerequisites is to act like the customer who will

be using the product. Are we marketing a car seat?

We morph into super soccer moms and go through a

day with the car seat, stopping at Starbucks, school

and back home. Our best creative breakthroughs

always come when we walk in our customers' shoes.

With clients of your services

Here's Rakia Reynolds of Skai Blue Media:

Clients often want the best fast. And while we strive

to deliver optimum results, we know that keeping

our word isn't just morally right, it's vital to the

health and reputation of the business.

With your cofounder

Sharam Fouladgar-Mercer of AirPR writes:

Get personal and build trust. It used to be taboo to

talk too much about your personal life at work, but

we live in a day and age when personal and work

lives are fused together. Form a real friendship. Meet

each others' families. Healthy co-founder

relationships begin with empathy, and sharing

things about meaningful areas of your life forge a

path for trust and respect.

With staff

Nicole Smartt of Star Staffing writes:

Put your employees first. If you've got your

employees behind you (because they genuinely want

to be) you'll have far more positive experiences than

negative. And when things go wrong you'll have a

dedicated staff that's got your back.

With job candidates:

Dan Siroker of Optimizely Inc., offers this as an illuminating

question.

"What's an opinion you hold that most people

disagree with?"

High-growth startups need more than average. We

need risk-takers who are self-assured and confident

in their abilities. When I ask this question, I'm

looking for people who are creative and innovative

and can debate to the norm. If everyone agrees with

everyone else, you end up with an average outcome.

With your board

Here's social entrepreneur Carl Dorvil:
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Travel hacks that increase your odds of a sane flight

Lead like it matters: Leading is all about
relationships

The lessons I learned while purging 50,000 unread
emails over the holidays

How to Create Emails Your Hospitality
Customers Want to Engage With

Have virtual board members This is a less obvious

point, but I recommend that at least one of your

board members be a virtual person. (Not as in

"remote," but as in someone you perhaps don't even

know.) This can be a figure in history, a relative that

is no longer around, or someone you admire but have

never met. Whenever you're faced with a tough

decision, just imagine what this virtual member

would say about your situation and what advice they

might offer.

With networking strangers

Here's Danny Wong of Blank Label:

Talk about your real interests that don't include

work. If you're a less-experienced entrepreneur

hoping to impress a legend in the startup space like

Jason Calacanis or Steve Blank, or if you're courting a

tech writer for a story, don't start with shop talk. You

won't get anywhere unless you're THAT amazing.

Talk to their personal interests so the connection is

authentic and less transactional.

After getting an MA in journalism from Syracuse

University, Teresa worked as a general assignment

newspaper reporter—general on purpose because besides

the usual city hall and police articles, there was the chance

to fly an F-18 with the Blue Angels and tag along with

bounty hunters on a stakeout—all good preparation for

covering entrepreneurs.
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